USS Pandora Mission Transcript – 11311.15

Starring:

CO_Capt_Adams's identity: ~CO_Capt_A@odn-4676E84A.woh.res.rr.com
SC_Capt_Marek's identity: ~SC_Capt_M@455E6FB7.74223818.19CEFD41.IP
CMO_Lt_Marisol's identity: OutThere@C41DB7EB.275214B5.731FA81B.IP
CSO_LtJG_Trix's identity: ~CSO_LtJG_@odn-98B1B14.bflony.fios.verizon.net
CTO_Lt_D`ghor's identity: ~GillesL@startrek.acalltoduty.com
FCO_Lt_Jinx's identity: ~FCO_Lt_Ji@odn-8A259808.home3.cgocable.net
OPS_Lt_Xetani's identity: ~julesofpe@odn-F81B1802.mc.videotron.ca
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker's identity: ~gbrinkman@C41DB7EB.275214B5.731FA81B.IP
TO_ENS_Sampson's identity: ~TO_ENS_Sa@odn-22B9DE1F.hsd1.wa.comcast.net

Previously on USS Pandora: 

The crew has rescued the five alien life forms from their shuttle just seconds before it exploded into a million of fragments.

Now they are all aboard. Will the crew be able to stabilize them, and see if they have some more precise information on these strange messages, the radiation waves, and the mysterious object that seems to be hiding behind the fourth planet? 

Ok... Let's not hurry... One step at a time...

Time Lapse 13 hours.

Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=Resume Mission=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
::sitting in quarters at his terminal, working on personnel rosters::
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
:: at her station rocketing the Pandora towards the fourth planet ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
::On Bridge, running full sensor sweeps of the 4th planet. Keeping one eye on Ensign Grille's study of the alien as he tries to keep out of way of the Medical Staff.::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::readings the security reports at Tactical::
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: monitoring com channels and ships systems ::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
:: in Captain's Chair on the Bridge:: FCO: Lieutenant, our current ETA?
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::Monitoring tactical sensors::
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
CO: Captain, We are twenty hours from the planet at current warp.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
CO: Captain, once our visitors are conscious, I would like to recommend security escorts at all times.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: ONE OF THE ALIEN BEGIN TO REGAIN CONSCIENCE...
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CTO: Until we know their level of civilization, I want them isolated to Sickbay
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good' > ::mumbles something::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::nods:: CO: Agreed Sir. I shall advise all guards on duty.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
::begins to review files of current mission research and run cross references to all databases::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CTO: Maintain your security perimeter until further notice
OPS: Can you give the Universal Translator enough of their language yet?
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: Basic planet data coming in, Sir. Looks like it was once class M, before whatever irradiated it. About 40% land, 60% water. About one and a half times Earth mass, so about 1.5 g's on the surface.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::begins report for all security personnel on the status of the visitors::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: So, we'd be a bit "sluggish" on the surface, right?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: THE UNIVERSAL TRANSLATOR CAN TRANSLATE SOME PART OF WHAT THE ALIEN IS SAYING...
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CO: Yes Sir. But, it may be slightly delayed as the computer learns more of the language through usage.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::nods:: CO: Aye Captain
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > CMO: Where am I? What? ::faints::
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: Those not used to it, yes. We could raise ship's gravity to get used to it if you are concerned. I'd be more concerned about the radiation levels than gravity, to be honest.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
*CMO*: Doc, how are our guests?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: ANOTHER ALIEN ENTERS IN THAT CONDITION OF HALF CONSCIOUSNESS...
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::in Sickbay, trying to assess the Alien's condition::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Yack'e'tchan> CMO: What... what?
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: And those radiation levels are...?
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
*CO*: Captain, they are in and out of consciousness. Trying to understand their physiology enough to give accurate treatment.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: They had some early space flight capabilities, orbital satellites and so forth. Radiation levels are still quite high, appears they had some sort of nuclear catastrophe. Probably war, but could have been some horridly failed attempt to enter the nuclear age.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
*CMO*: Keep me updated best you can... I imagine they'll have lots of questions. Stall 'em till you think it time for me to have a chat with them.
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
:: continues to monitor their course ::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: AND YET ANOTHER ALIEN WAKES UP... AT LEAST FOR SOME SECONDS
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Yon'uain> CMO: Where... where are we?
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
CO: Sir, I can always have the guards stun them into unconsciousness if they have too many questions. ::chuckles slightly::
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
<Grille> *CSO*: They appear to be nearing consciousness, Lieutenant.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: Are there concentrations of radiation, as if they were detonations or bomb strikes, or is it more general - less concentrated, as if a test or two went array.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: Definitely wide spread, I'd say from detonations. Within the last few weeks based on the atmosphere and lack of decay levels.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
::thinks for a second:: CSO: Did you say satellites?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: THE COMPUTER MANAGES TO TRANSLATE ANOTHER PART OF THE MESSAGE: TO WHOMEVER CAN HEARS US, LEAVE, LEAVE IF YOU WANT TO AVOID A LIVING HELL
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: Yes Sir. Probably communications, maybe a few spy varieties.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
::looks over to the CTO:: Do you always think with your shooting finger Lieutenant?
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir. ::sees one of the aliens stirring and goes over and checks the readings, comparing them to earlier readings::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::looks up:: CO: No Sir.... sometimes with my sword arm.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: See if you can glean any Intel off those satellites
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:; looks at the rest of the translation and looks up :: CO: Sir, the rest of the translation came though.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
OPS: And?
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CO: To whoever can hear us, leave, leave if you want to avoid a living hell.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CTO: Careful soldier, you'll wear out your arm if you keep doing that....
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
ALL: Sounds like a fun place
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
:: glances over at Xetani ::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::chuckles::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::frowns at Xetani's comment:: All: A warning of danger... or a threat?
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: Yes Sir. Will try and establish contact with them. ::Begins working to try and establish a computer link with the satellites.:: Sir, if they have communication sats, we should be able to detect signals. If we're 20 hours hour at high Warp, and their signals are travelling at Warp 1, should have a few months’ worth of messages en route.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: continues to get confusing images from the aliens ::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CTO: A warning, I think, all things considered..... 
CSO: Any life signs?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: A THIRD FEMALE ENTERS IN THAT SEMI-CONSCIOUS STATE
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: No Sir. Not that I'm detecting. Based on radiation levels our scans could be missing some, but none found so far by scans.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
::shuts down terminal and rises front the desk, and heads to the Bridge::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::nods:: CO Possible... I shall take that as such Sir, and prepare for the latter.
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::begins a series of treatments for the radiation exposure adjusted for the alien's physiology... monitors their response::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Ca'eT-Ma'ra> CMO: Am I dead??? ::faints::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: Automated signals then, or perhaps, we're too far away to detect buried survivors?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: LIFE SIGNS OF THE ALIENS STABILIZE... YET THEY ARE IN A DEEP SHOCK...
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: THE COMPUTER SENDS ANOTHER TRANSLATION: "ARE YOU THE MASTER? WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS TO US?"
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CO: Sir, I have another message. "Are you the Master.... why are you doing this to us?"
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
TO: I have reports from the guards that the aliens are beginning to enter in and out of consciousness. Please monitor the situation down there and report back at regular intervals. I recommend enough guards to cover all of our guests.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
CTO: Aye Sir.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
::walks out onto the Bridge and over to his chair on the command deck:: CO: Roster reports, completed, Captain. ::activates his chair arm display::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
OPS: That doesn't sound very "automated" to me...
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::Leaves the Bridge to make his way to Sickbay::
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CO: No Sir, it isn't automated.
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::notes the response, and continues treatment, making a few adjustments to see if that will further stabilize them::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
SCD: Thanks. ::Is grateful he's not the one having to fill out those damnable reports::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: ALIENS PHYSIOLOGY SEEMS TO BE RESPONSIVE TO TREATMENT... VERY SIMILAR TO HUMANS... EXCEPT THEY ARE ORANGE... AND SMELLY
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: What if the survivors were below ground, trying to escape the radiation? Might not be automated, might just not be able to detect them.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: My thoughts as well
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
CO: I've been following the progress of events from my terminal, Captain. I was thinking that this looks a lot like an alien attack on the planet in question. Possibly from orbit.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::Enters Sickbay:: CMO: How are our guests Doctor?
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::monitors internal sensors in the Sickbay area at well as tactical sensors on second screen::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: SENSOR PICS A MASSIVE DISTORTION, SEEMINGLY IN A FIXED LOCATION BEHIND THE PLANET...
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: shakes her head :: CO: Sir, I still can't pin point exactly where the messages are coming from.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
SCD/ CO: It's possible there is...something behind the planet. Can't tell what it is yet.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
OPS: Are all the messages sharing a common syntax, or is it possible some of them are from different worlds?
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::adjusts tactical sensors in that specific area of the planet::
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
CSO/CO: I'm betting it's the aliens. ::shrugs::
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CSO: They seem to be the same language, just the way it is said, the linguistics are different. As if from more than one person.
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::checks the newest readings:: TO: They seem to be responding to treatment, however they are still suffering the shock of the incident
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Ge'an'e'Gut'er> ::breaths heavily like if she was having a nightmare::
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::crinkles his nose at the smell::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
SCD: If aliens from orbit, would they not have taken out the satellites?
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
All: The ship we found, 3 and a half light years, they had to spend... minimum 20 years to get that far at the speeds those things could handle. Probably more. That's a long trip in a can that size.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
OPS: Keep working at it...
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Yon'uain> ::his body twitches::
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: eyes go blank ::
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CO: It... it's horrible!!!
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::nods:: CSO: Or they could have been brought out there.... we have had "incidents" where Starfleet vessels have been pushed many millions of light years away.
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
OPS: What's wrong?
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
CMO: They seem to be getting a bit more lively
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CTO: Or it was an escape pod.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
CO: You would think so... unless they put the satellites there. Global coverage, maybe? At any rate, we should be trying to talk to our visitors. We can be careful to observe the prime directive while we question them.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: looks at the FCO, fright evident in her eyes :: FCO: I... I'm getting images from the aliens I think.
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::as the vitals stabilize, applies a hypo to counteract the shock:: TO: Yes, as they stabilize they seem to be coming around a bit.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO/ SCD: Again, three light years out, doesn't the Prime Directive include something about...
OPS: Directly? What kind of images?
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
OPS: What do you see?
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
OPS: Are you under mental attack? Shall we have them sedated?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: THE COMPUTER TRANSLATES THE OTHER MESSAGE: PLEASE HAVE MERCY ON OUR SOULS. WHAT DID WE DO TO DESERVE THIS?
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CTO: I want to know what that is behind the planet. I think a probe would be in order?
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
All: It's so... co confusing. People running everywhere... it's just jumbled up.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
OPS: It does appear they were just hit by a nuclear war. People running, makes sense. But the timing, if it's from the beings in our Sickbay, doesn't match.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: looks at the console that beeped at her :: CO: Another full translation..."Please have mercy on our souls. What did we do to deserve this?"
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
CSO: Yes, Lieutenant, it does - but only until it becomes clear that the civilization is pre-warp, or has declined invitation for contact - or if the civilization has already been interfered with. In my scenario, they've already been interfered with.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
SCD: We can test that theory, though.
CTO: We should launch a pair of probes. See if we can get a look at what is beyond the planet itself. ::Begins working with the CTO to prepare probes.::
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
TO: They seem to be recovering well. 
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
CSO: Good thinking. Run that feed to my station also, please. 
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
*CTO*: The doctor reports that she is having some success in stabilizing the aliens. They are starting to fade in and out of consciousness.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::begins to set up the probes:: CO: We’ll prepare Class 8 probes. They will launch at warp 9 and will get ahead of us Sir.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CO: There are flames, everywhere.... explosions, :: flinches :: ...hell, ....demons from hell running rampant on the surface.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CTO: I'd suggest launching one to each side. We should be able to see around that planet fairly quickly.
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
*CO*: Sickbay to Captain Adams. Sir, the aliens are still unconscious, but are starting to show signs that they may awaken soon. I'll let you know when that happens.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
*TO*: Acknowledged. Report any change what so ever.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO/CTO: Gentlemen, please coordinate your probes. It's not like we have an unlimited supply out here
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CTO: And if Commander Walker and I could share the data, it would be appreciated.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
CSO: Agreed. ::prepares second probe::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: KLINT’IST”GOOD FULLY AWAKES AND TRIES TO STAND UP...
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged Doc. Sooner would be better than later, but you already know that.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
Klint’ist”good >TO: Is this Bal'Ite?
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
*CO*: Understood, Captain.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
Klint’ist”good: I don't know what that is, but you need to take it easy.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
*CTO*: One of the aliens is awake, Sir, and asking if this is something called Bal'Ite.
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::turns at the sound of an unfamiliar voice:: *CO*: One of them has awakened, Captain.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
::looks over at CO:: CO: Want me to check that out, Captain?
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: shakes her head and looks at the FCO :: FCO: It's horrible... everything is burning...
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::nods:: *TO*: Maintain position. Do not interfere until the Captain decides what to do.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > TO: Are you a guardian
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
CO: Probes ready Sir.
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
:: listens to the Bridge conversation but has nothing to add to it ::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > TO: What happened to us? Where are we?!?
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
Klint’ist”good: I'm a tactical officer. Not sure if that counts as a guardian or not.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged... The SCD will come down to make our initial "formal" contact. ::points and waves to the SCD::
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
::nods to the CO and quietly rises and exits the Bridge through the turbolift::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO/CTO: Launch
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::launches the probes::
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
Klint’ist”good: You are in our medical facility, you need to rest.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
Computer: Sickbay. ::rides the lift in silence::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > TO: What happened to J'elly”good...?!? Oh my Oh my... madness!
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: The satellites, I'm able to make some connection with them, but there is a lot of damage. Not having a lot of usable data out of it. I'll have the linguistic labs start listening for transmissions to try and build a media history of the last few years of the world.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
Klint’ist”good: I don't know who J'elly'good is. What is your name?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > ::falls on his knees, exhausted:: TO: What happened to my crew, are they all right?
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
::exits the lift near Sickbay and walks down the corridor and enters Sickbay::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: Do what you can.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
CMO: Doctor? I'm here to speak with our guests.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > TO: I ... I a... I am Captain Klint’ist”good...
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: Yes Sir.
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
:: stares back at Xetani, not sure what to say ::
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CSO: They just finished with the translation of the messages we received. I'm sure that will be helpful when they start on the data you retrieve.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > ::faints and falls heavily on the floor::
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::nods:: SCD: Over here, Commander. ::motions to Klint’ist”good::
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::Squats down to help Klint’ist”good back onto the bio-bed::
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
OPS: I hope so. Clark will enjoy the challenge. She's had a system set up to do this since we came aboard. Probably already has picked up a few transmissions and doesn't even know it yet.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
CMO: ::takes a hold of the visitor:: Let's get him back on the table and make him comfortable.
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
OPS: You alright? You look a little bewildered.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
TO: I've got this side if you have the other, Ensign.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
SCD: He says his name is Captain Klint’ist”good. He wanted to know if this is Bal'Ite
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::helps Sampson get the alien onto the bio-bed:: SCD: He was concerned for his crewmates... I suppose he was going to try to find them. ::checks the readings once he is settled and then administers another treatment.::
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
FCO: I... I'm getting a lot of images and it's a bit overwhelming.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::Heaves the alien back up onto the table::
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
TO: Wow, no idea what that means, but I'd guess he thinks he's died and this is his version of an afterlife.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: THE ALIEN IS REALLY, REALLY SMELLY
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::Shrugs::SCD: He was also asking about someone named J'elly”good...
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
Klint’ist”good: Captain, are you alright? ::hoping the sound of his voice will help the visitor to focus::
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
OPS: Maybe you should try blocking them out for now.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
SCD: Also asked me if I were a guardian
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
FCO: I'm trying. There are just so many, it's difficult.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
TO: Gotcha. Probably a crewman assigned to his vessel. Guardian? Harder, but maybe a caretaker of his version of an afterlife?
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > ::regains conscience:: I must go back to J'elly”good... my family… madness... madness
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
FCO: No, that's not it, they are so strong, that's what it is.
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
OPS: Maybe a neural inhibitor would help.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
Klint’ist”good: Captain, my name is Commander Johnny Walker. You are in our medical facility. Can you tell me what happened? What's the last thing you remember?
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
Klint’ist”good: You have to rest first. Let us help you and the others get well.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: puts up her strongest mental shields ::
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
::Looks at the SCD with confusion:: SCD: Maybe J'elly”good is his ship.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
Self: What if I... ::Attempts to link into the systems of one of the satellites at the edge of where we can scan on the planet in hopes of seeing what's on the other side.::
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
TO: Or maybe his planet? ::looks back at the visitor::
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
SCD: I was just about to suggest that Sir.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
FCO: If it gets worse, I will go to Sickbay for one. Thank you Lieutenant.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
TO: Understood. Let's see if our visitor will answer some of our questions. Klint’ist”good: Captain, are you all right? 
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
OPS: Just letting you know, trying to access some of their satellites. So far, not getting much, but you might have a better reaction. Assuming...hoping the messages stop enough to allow it.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > It was ... like the end of times... It was like the whole fury and anger of the Master came upon us... :: stares at the SCD and grabs him by his uniform shirt:: Leave if you are clever, Leave... ::tears come out of his brown eyes as his face adopts a desperate expression::
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
::smiles :: OPS: You need to take care of yourself.
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
OPS: Maybe Sickbay is where you need to be right now, to help with the translations. I think that's a priority for the moment, as we've still some 19 hours before getting to the planet.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: smiles at the FCO :: CSO: I'll see if I can help you Lieutenant.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CSO: On second thought... CO: Aye Captain.
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
Klint’ist”good: ::holds the arms of the visitor so he can't hurt himself:: Captain, I think I understand. What is are the last details that you remember? We want to help if we can.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
CSO: Perhaps Clark can get to it.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: stands and heads to Sickbay ::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
ACTION: THE BIG MASSIVE OBJECT BEHIND THE PLANET REMAINS STATIONARY... LIKE A MOON... OR A TIGER STALKING A PREY...
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
OPS: I've got one I'm trying to get a peek through the "eyes" of. I think I have it well enough, though. Just thought I'd let you know, computers...I can figure them out, but they are just a big tool for me.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: nods at the CSO as she steps into the turbolift :: Computer: Sickbay.
TO_ENS_Sampson says:
*CTO*: Lieutenant, Commander Walker is here and trying to question the alien. I'll report back if he can figure anything out.
FCO_Lt_Jinx says:
:: hopes Xetani will be ok ::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > TO: We were on a routine mission ::puts his big hands over his face:: and then it happened...
SCD_LtCmdr_Walker says:
TO: Quietly, Ensign. We're just as "alien" to our visitor. Klint’ist”good: What happened?
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
*TO*: Acknowledged. Remain alert and continue to monitor.
CSO_LtJG_Trix says:
CO: Trying to see if I can see through one of their satellites, maybe get a close range visual on the unidentified object.
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
:: enters Sickbay ::
CMO_Lt_Marisol says:
::prepares a sedative in case Klint’ist”good gets to the point his is dangerous to himself::
Host CO_Capt_Adams says:
CSO: On main view screen
OPS_Lt_Xetani says:
SCD: The Captain sent me down to help.
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
<Klint’ist”good > SCD: all the planet energy sources began to explode... and then the weapons... oh ... the nuclear weaponry...
CTO_Lt_D`ghor says:
::continues to monitor tactical sensors and probe sensors::
Host SC_Capt_Marek says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=Pause Mission=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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